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Prof. Elgar Fleisch, ETH Zürich and University of St. Gallen:
    "A comprehensive, clear and practical introduction for RFID designers."    

    Prof. Rolf Jansen, Faculty of Logistics, Dortmund University:    

    "The book comprehensively deals with the topic in a solution-oriented way, expertly conveying the knowledge necessary, from logistical business operations right down to detailed matters of packaging logistics."     

       RFID, complemented by other Auto-ID technologies such as Barcode, NFC and sensor technology, can unlock huge benefits for enterprises and users, creating successful businesses with the combination of technology and processes. It is important to have an understanding of all aspects and properties of the technology, in order to see its potential.    

    This solution-orientated book contains a comprehensive overview of RFID, explaining which elements can be applied with respect to specific project environments, and how RFID systems can be integrated into existing IT systems. It includes chapters and project guidelines written by top experts in the industry, covering global privacy issues and the history of EPCglobal, as well as:      

	 a discussion on current trends and developments in the RFID market, and the process-based and technological drivers behind it;      
	a chapter on RFID legislation with a global perspective;      
	descriptions of practical applications and twelve application scenarios, demonstrating the possibilities that have already been discovered with RFID.      


    RFID for the Optimization of Business Processes is a descriptive introduction to the technology for business and technical managers, IT consulting experts and business process designers, as well as marketers of RFID technologies. The text will also be of great use to technical experts interested in business processes and also students studying the subject.     
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Introduction to Wireless and Mobile SystemsCL-Engineering, 2010

	We are pleased and honored to present this third edition of Introduction toWireless
	and Mobile Systems. Wireless and mobile communication technologies are advancing
	at an unprecedented rate, and the timely release of the third edition is our
	endeavor to keep pace with this rapid technological evolution.


	This text explains the...
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Expert MySQL (Expert's Voice in Databases)Apress, 2012

	Expert MySQL is the leading reference for learning, understanding, and extending the MySQL server. It unlocks the full promise of open source by showing how to modify the code, create your own storage engine, build your own authentication plugins, and even add your own functions and commands to the SQL language. No other book...
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Inside Lightroom 2: The serious photographer's guide to Lightroom efficiencyFocal Press, 2008
No-nonsense guide that takes you to the next level of Adobe Photoshop Lightroom     

       If you're comfortable using the basic features of Lightroom, but really want to push the envelope with this powerful software, 'Inside Lightroom' by acclaimed photographer and Lightroom Beta-tester Richard Earney is a must-have. 
...
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XNA 4.0 Game Development by Example: Beginner's Guide - Visual Basic EditionPackt Publishing, 2011

	The Microsoft XNA Framework provides a powerful set of tools to allow development teams
	of any size, from the individual developer to larger independent teams, to rapidly develop
	high-performance quality games for multiple Microsoft-related platforms.


	This book will present a series of video games, utilizing Visual Basic and...
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4G: Deployment Strategies and Operational ImplicationsApress, 2014

	Specific operational requirements drive early network architectural and design decisions for 4G networks. 4G: Deployment Strategies and Operational Implications evaluates the specific design and deployment options and strategies for LTE network business development. LTE is a...
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iOS 5 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Recipes Apress)Apress, 2012

	iOS 5 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach is your guide to developing solutions on iPad, iPhone, and other iOS 5 devices and platforms. This book provides in-depth code samples and discussions for scenarios that developers face every day. You'll find numerous examples of real-world cases that will enable you to build...
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